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Indymedia Ireland's Chekov Village Magazine
Exclusive: Jim Cusack Ate My Hamster

Kevin Chekov "Chekov" (I know that annoys someone)

Feeney, head honcho at Indymedia Ireland, and rising MSM

media whore, is writing for Vincent Browne's ludicrous

Village Magazine - that piece of leftist, cretino-liberalist,

pseudo-conscientious, vanity headwank tripe piling up on

the shelves of SPAR and Students' Union shops throughout
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Ireland.

Village Idiot contributors include SWP newspaper editor and

Trinners Boy Rory Hearn worrying about deprivation in

Knackaragua, motor-mouthed yank Harry "former-

Microsoft/former Irish Times /former IAWM" Browne

bellyaching about his former employers in D'Olier Street, John

"Where's My Batman Outfit?" Waters, and a bunch of other "luvvies"

from the same old tiresome Irish media celeb clique (can Tom

McGurk and Anne Marie Hourihane hold out?) helping out the opera-

loving Vincenzo before the whole rotten shebang goes belly up.

Village Magazine is a shoddily assembled, poorly edited publication. It

looks like it was knocked together by Vincent Browne in the early

hours of the morning and was proofread by Shane McGowan (tip:

spellchecking utilities will get confused by the similarity of "heroine"

and "heroin" - you need to look at the screen). The average Irish

student magazine would leave it in the half-penny place.

"Chekov" Feeney's column is called "Newspaper Watch". He

castigates security correspondent Jim Cusack of the Sunday

Independent over Cusack's "elaborate tale" about the Dennis

Donaldson murder, and the lack of proof therein. Similar swipes are

taken at the Irish Times and Irish Independent.

So let's take a look at what Feeney's own little operation,

Indymedia.ie, had to say about the matter - with the Indymedia

Ireland story, Denis Donaldson shot dead:

The murder of Denis Donaldson demonstrates yet

again that the criminal mafia of Sinn Fein/IRA has not

gone away.

Denis Donaldson was a piece of shit - the British would
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have had all the justification in the world to knock him

off years ago - but they had greater justification to use

him instead as an asset to disrupt the IRA's terror

campaign.

The dogs in the street know that Sinn Fein/IRA killed

him in revenge for his collaboration.

-----------

I'll make this simple.

Donegal is in the jurisdiction of Michael mc Dowell. He carries

ultimate responsibility for the advice given to the deceased in

the final weeks of his life. Why was it not suggested to him to go

elsewhere? (Colombia for example).

Yet it is the Taoiseach Bertie Ahern's words that are reported in

international news confirming that the dead man had been told

of the serious risk his life was in by the Gardaí. The Taoiseach

speaks for the Gardaí now, because this is an important case.

Where is big swinging Mickey?

Why did the Minister of justice of Ireland not order garda

protection or similar security measures considering the

sensitivity of this particular case?

--------------

Maybe we should ask CJ Haughey on his deathbed for

the list of contacts of known radical and armed

elements in the "republican party" FF.

-----------

Let's blame the government instead.

Thats what you get when Bertie is all sentimental for the

warriors of 1916.

Cock Robin is dead. & it was Mc Dowell and Ahern's fault.

sin é.

let that be a lesson to ye all.

----------------

Atom Feed

Nick Cohen: Pretty Straight Guys on

Martin Niemöller's words, so often

misquoted and misappropriated on

Indymedia Ireland:

"Versions of Niemöller words have

been quoted by Hugh Heffner when

he was fighting the banning of

Playboy by 7-11 stores, anti-

abortionists and the Massachusetts

Association of Underwriters when it

was protesting against regulation of

the insurance industry (‘The came

first for the disability market’). Just

before the Iraq war (in 2003), a

London publisher issued a book of

101 anti-war poems and included

Pastor Niemöller’s text. It wasn’t a

poem. Nor was it a particularly good

rallying cry for the peace movement

when it could be recast as ‘First they

came for the Kurds, but I was not a

Kurd, so I said nothing. Then they

came for the Marsh Arabs but I was

not a Marsh Arab, - so I did nothing…

’



It is quite clear a ... political deal has been made in

Northern Ireland - both the IRA and British no longer

needed Donaldson - he was an embarrasment to them

both - for the IRA that for twenty years he ran rings

around them - for the British that their dirty tricks for

30 years would finally be exposed.

An "unauthorised" killing by supposed "dissidents"

will be the most likely explanation.

Sinn Fein/IRA have sold out the capitalism - evident by

the property porfolio of well known members.

Fianna Fail will form a coalition with them after the

next election and both can cosy up to the Brits and the

Americans - to join in global capitalism and corporate

greed.

The trail leads directly to the Israeli embassy - the oil

corporations are making oil deals with newly

compliant Libya - the removal of Saddam prompted

Gaddafi to give up his WMD - and Donaldson new all

about terrorist training the North African deserts - he

had to go.

The revolution has been sold.

-----------------

an ironic end. arms put beyond use

--------------------------

To automatically blame the IRA is pathetic considering

he worked for a secret service whom he could damage

and has already damaged. The IRA wouldn't be so

stupid to execute him at this point although he is better

off dead as he couldn't show his face anywhere on this

island. Go and read some more of the paper called the

Irish/British Independent biased piece of rubbish..

Dogs in the Street, Mossad, Haughey, McDowell....no

"elaborate tales" there, then, huh?

Does "Chekov" Feeney have a problem with contributing to Village

Magazine, a profit-making venture, run by Vincent Browne, a pillar of



the Irish MSM and the same guy who also writes in the Sunday

Business Post, and the Irish Times, and has his own tiresome

hectoring talk show on national radio, sometimes rehashing crap

between the lot? No, of course not.

"Chekov" Feeney makes no attempt to declare his interest in media

matters or his involvement with the WSM, Indymedia Ireland, or his

previous clash with Cusack on an Irish radio show (this rehashing

business must be catching) in the article. Nor are we told that his

father is the Evening Herald MSM columnist John Feeney who

perished in an aircraft crash along with others from the Irish

MSM, as they raced to bring back the first Beaujolais

nouveau wine from France. The Evening Herald is now

published by Independent News and Media (CEO Sir Anthony

O'Reilly), also responsible for er, the Sunday Independent and Irish

Independent.

Maybe our brave Stasi leader is tiring of the Indymedia.ie circus - and

who would blame him with 17 editors now on board (and counting)?

Notwithstanding, "Chekov" Feeney should either write for Village

Magazine or run /write for Indymedia.ie (to his credit, he's the 1 of

IMC "Photographer" who contributed greatly to the coverage of the

Love Ulster Riots). But not both.

The others on the IMC editorial board should ask him to stand down

or clarify his position. It would be too much to ask of Village Magazine

to ask him to do the same. Given Vinnie's track record, "Chekov's"

days of whoring at brownenosers central are limited anyway.

POSTED  BY  INDYMEDIA  IRELAND  WATCH AT  8:02  PM   

Indymedia Ireland's Limos and Vans for Bush at
Shannon Turn out to be Weapons for Chavez



Armed Russian Mi-17 Troop Transports in Chechnya

There is not a single piece of evidence connecting Ireland to

"extraordinary rendition" flights. None. But there is now plenty of

evidence that the Russians are abusing Irish neutrality to supply

military hardware to headcase demagogue Venezuelan dictator, the

thick-necked, and hideous Hugo Chavez, through Shannon airport in

Ireland: 

"The Irish Independent can reveal that on February 20

an Antonov cargo plane, registration number UR-

82027, landed at Shannon with a cargo of Russian-

made Mi-17 helicopters bound for Venezuela.

The helicopters were part of a consignment of 33

which Venezuela bought from Russia.

The overall consignment includes 20 Mi-17s, primarily

used as a troop transport; 10 Mi-35s assault

helicopters, which can also be used to transport

troops; and three Mi-26Ts.The latter are the heaviest

and most powerful helicopters in the world.

Transport Minister Martin Cullen confirmed that

Russia has been using Shannon to send military

helicopters to Venezuela. "

And what do Indymedia Ireland have to say about this?

Nada.

Will we see Edward Horgan and the other ninnies protesting about the

US military's use of Shannon Airport now calling for a stop of the

shipment of weapons from Russia to the fat Venezuelan dictator bum-

chum of cocaine addict Maradonna and human rights abuser, Castro?

Will we fuck. 

The Irish Independent has blown a huge hole in the posturing of

medal-stomping buffoons like Horgan and the Black Shamrock

shower. This plane was carryikng the same helicopters used by the

Russians in Afghanistan and more recently in Chechnya where

thousands of civilians are being killed (Mi-17), and are part of a

shipment that includes the same helicopters than Saddam Hussein

used to carry out chemical attacks against his own people (Mi-24/35).

Don't expect this aspect of the "revolution" to be televised on RTE in

the form of a pisspoor documentary by trendy lefty chavista tokers



from Ireland, either. Instead, expect the usual "No Pasaran" shouting

from the usual suspects about the choppers being needed to protect

the revolution and the Venezuelan people from US Imperialism.

The whole notion of these idiot Indymedia Ireland moaners at

Shannon know the difference between one plane and another is

laughable anyway. We know that Ed Horgan not only can't count

but hasn't a clue about the difference between a drop tank and a long

range fuel tank, thinks tanks fire "bombs", and that daisy-cutter

munitions weigh a a couple of thousand pounds. But the incompetence

of the others is astounding - they thought the Antonovs were

bringing George Bush to Ireland:

"The officer in Charge of Shannon Gardai Station and Security

at Shannon Airport, Inspector Tom Kennedy was seen patroling

the area with an other (unknown to me) Inspector in an

ummarked car and a Superintendant was driving around in an

other unmarked car. Having such esteemed high ranking

members driving around the industrial estate can only mean

that the security operation is spearheaded by a Chief

Superintendant or even a Asistant Commisionor at least and

indeed the US President will land at Shannno tonight.

Earlier today two massive Russian built Antonov

124:000 cargo planes landed at Shannon Airport

offloading two black jeeps and a black limousine. 

Go figure...

POSTED  BY  INDYMEDIA  IRELAND  WATCH AT  9:49  AM   
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Iosaf: Insider Blows the Lid off Indymedia Ireland
in the Sunday Papers

"Iosaf", Iberian-resident self-appointed Spanish

correspondent for Indymedia.ie, writer of the

institutionalizable "Sunday Papers" story each weekend, and

one of the mainstays of "right-on" contributions to the



Indymedia Ireland newswire has suddenly seen the light

again, with this outburst on the editorial lists:

Date: Mon, 10 Apr 2006 20:08:22 +0200

From: "iosaf macdiarmada" <iosafmacd@XXXX.com>

Subject: Re: [Imc-ireland-editorial] Barcelona Indymedia

visitor.

Repeat request.

To: "Indymedia Ireland editorial discussion"

<imc-ireland-editorial@lists.indymedia.org>

Message-ID:

<7f770a180604101108w508bc481g@mail.xxx.com>

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1

sweet jesus.

indymedia ireland is the only indymedia collective in

europe with the level of paranoid secrecy that seems

apparant on this list at times.

& now I'm going to get pissed of with you. Just ye and me. I

can't be arsed explaining to others these problems with

what goes on behind "imc ireland" because they seem

so laughable. but you ought know them.

there doesn't appear to be a single female editor and

in four years no mention of women's day.

not to mention the "administrative elite" who alone

may read an unexpurgatednewswire whereas in other

sites everyone may read the "open" or "non-edited"or

"hidden" stuff.

not to mention the arrogance and pretention

attached to the existence of ego@indymedia.ie

accounts.

Noted & Recorded that there is no

secretary@indymedia.ie to respond properly to such

requests.

Noted & Recorded that there are no publically

published accounts.

Noted & Recorded there is no democratic and

transparent running of the site.

Noted & Recorded there are no regular chances for

people not resident in Dublin to hold meetings

and become involved.

Noted & Recorded the lists of "proposed editors"



who were then blocked by what appears to be an

elite.

Noted & Recorded that there doesn't appear to be a

"regular rotation" of personel.

Noted & Recorded the weird strangeness of the

Indymedia Ireland collective running a site as part

of the global indymedia organisation.

Noted & Recorded the shadowy "indymedia ireland

support group".

Oh well. I'm off south.

And so are your chances of ever being an "editor", son.

Maybe we'll read about it in the Sunday Papers?

He is from Barcelona.

POSTED  BY  INDYMEDIA  IRELAND  WATCH AT  7:19  AM   

W E D N E S D A Y ,  A P R I L  1 2 ,  2 0 0 6

More Indymedia Ireland Stasi Suppression of
Truth

Indymedia Ireland editorial lists show that the editorial Stasi's "Boy's

Club" that run this little shop of horrors are now stepping up

censorship efforts by 1) shutting off commenting, 2) introducing

"airbrushing" of stories, and 3) treatening to report people not only to

their ISP but to their bosses!



Of course, "Chekov", the Dear Leader of this Doertatorship of Dicks is

the prime mover of such progressiveness. To wit:

1) "This thread has been locked as the comments are no

longer functioning as peer review of the original article. Further

news about the National Aquatic centre should be posted as a

new story in accordance with the editorial guidelines."

2) "Message: 4

Date: Wed, 12 Apr 2006 10:37:02 +0100

From: chekov <chekov@indymedia.ie>

Subject: Re: [Imc-ireland-editorial] keeping things complicated

To: cjmoore@xxxxx.net, Indymedia Ireland editorial

discussion

<imc-ireland-editorial@lists.indymedia.org>

Message-ID: <443CCA3E.2020205@indymedia.ie>

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1; format=flowed

c. wrote:

>> Can we implement the anti-'airbrushing of history'

proposal? Is it just chekov and vinnie who can do this or can

a few people change the publish page? I can do this by

permission but have not done it and am nervous about doing it.

I think this means I should either look for training or give up

the permission. I think a mock up and training would also help

the online editing proposal. I reckon it makes sense and the

method seems achievable but difficult to envisage maybe?

I believe both of these proposals are now passed and the

discussion is on implementation? Or is this correct?

C.

>

Hi all,

I can do it or I can train somebody to do it - it's really

rather easy.

If anybody wants to be shown how to do it get back to me with

a time and place where we can meet up to do it. If nobody gets

back to me I'll do it myself on Friday.

Chekov"



3) "Hi folks,

The Grehan impersonations are getting tiresome. I propose

tracking the person sending these messages and

contacting their ISP / workplace / whatever to

complain and / or blocking them from the site the next

time it happens.

If we get agreement on this, I might be also able to block /

complain / whatever the bugger who is spamming the contact

form with ads.

What do ye say?

3 * approvals and I release the dalek.

Chekov"

Daleks? What a bunch of saddos!

Decide for yourself whether this is about the "passionate

telling of the truth" , or more of the same WSM-driven

suppression of facts and complete brass-necked hypocrisy by

the privileged middle-class yoof of Ireland...

So, hurrah for Historical Revisionism. Triple vodkas bought with

IONA stock options all round!

POSTED  BY  INDYMEDIA  IRELAND  WATCH AT  7:07  PM   

M O N D A Y ,  A P R I L  1 0 ,  2 0 0 6

Winner to Indymedia Ireland Watch Competition:
Dr. Groove Identified

Yes, folks, an anonymous contributor has put a name to the

following individual, hence winning our competition:



Apparently the guy with the glasses, hat and beard is "Dermo",

partner of one of Ireland's tenured radicals, a member of the

WSM, birthday well-wisher of Chumpksy # 358, Anarchy Night

Café DJ "Doctor Groove" (so much for the male menopause), and

employee of a multinational company in the city centre, gladly helping

capitalism along.

Triple lattés all-round with the lads from Harcourt Street over in

Starbucks this afternoon, if you are around.

As the contributor didn't need the twenty Euros prize, I've

donated it to Heroic Choices in the US instead.

CJ

POSTED  BY  INDYMEDIA  IRELAND  WATCH AT  1:45  PM   

S U N D A Y ,  A P R I L  0 9 ,  2 0 0 6

Indymedia Ireland: Another Mass Demo by
Residents Against Racism Resident on Indymedia
Ireland

Residents Against Racism Resident on Indymedia Ireland are



at it again:

Pictures from today's anti racism protest organised by

Residents Against Racism.

Despite heavy rain there was a broad and diverse

turnout.

Excuse me?

As far as we can see, again there's only three or four people

from RAR, and then the usual Labour Yoof brigade who turned up

to listen to some TD for criminals' rights or maybe it's Johnny

Giles...

If RAR think this is "a broad turnout", then how can any

immigration and deportation figures and facts that they're so

handy at coming up with be taken seriously?

POSTED  BY  INDYMEDIA  IRELAND  WATCH AT  8:30  PM   

S A T U R D A Y ,  M A R C H  2 5 ,  2 0 0 6

Indymedia Ireland: Fail to Highlight "Infantile,
Exploitative, Cheap and Fascist" Criticism of Black
Shamrock Shower by Derry Artists

Well, Shane O'Curry of the WSM called for contributions to

vandalise their work on Indymedia Ireland, and it's

backfired.



Not that Indymedia Ireland will publicise it, so we will:

The Bogside Artists, who have produced 12 murals in

an area of Derry that witnessed the Battle of the

Bogside and Bloody Sunday, condemned the placing of

the black shamrock insignia on one of their murals.

A mural entitled The Petrol Bomber had a black

shamrock affixed to the image in recent days.

However, the Bogside Artists said that the altering of a

mural to promote a political message went against the

ethos of their work: “This mural is simply about 30

years of conflict in the North. To try and gain publicity

for a political cause is cheap and fascist,” Tom Kelly,

one of the three Bogside Artists, said.

“We are not precious about our work. This has been a

12-year project and has depended solely on the support

of the people. The people have always been consulted.

In this case no one was asked. Personally we would be

supportive of an anti-war campaign, the rear of Free

Derry Wall has been used for such purposes in the

past.

“What has happened here has not been discussed or

debated – no consent was sought. Whoever did this is

infantile and exploitative – these murals were paid for

by the people and we have taken great pains to consult

them down the years and gain their consent. The

consent of the people has not been sought here,” Mr

Kelly said.

Biggest laugh we've had in ages! 

POSTED  BY  INDYMEDIA  IRELAND  WATCH AT  7:57  PM   

F R I D A Y ,  M A R C H  2 4 ,  2 0 0 6

Indymedia Ireland's Black Shamrock Campaign a
Total Disaster



After all the huffing and puffing about "the Black Shamrock"

on Indymedia Ireland by Indymedia Ireland's fellow

travellers, the WSM, a grand total of one exists in Dublin. I

expect that's only slightly less than the WSM's membership.

Here it is - beside the Central Bank in Dame Street. Owners of the said

building or Dublin City Council should see our previous posting to

find out where to send the bill for its removal.

Even worse, their attempt to draw their little ditty elsewhere has raised

the ire of people that I personally would not like to mess with...

What a bunch of idiots!

POSTED  BY  INDYMEDIA  IRELAND  WATCH AT  9:46  PM   

Indymedia Ireland: Still No Sign of Famous Secret
Meeting in Dublin with Chumpsky Video



Despite the Indymedia Ireland Dear Leader's promise, there

still has been no publication of the video made of the secret

meeting between Chumpsky and the usual WSM suspects, er,

I mean anarchists, in Dublin three months ago.

We first commented on this secret Chumpsky Love-In a

while ago.

Still, I expect it does take time to airbrush out all the faces of the

people who attended - like Aileen, Shane, James, Kevin, Alan,

Laurance, Andrew, (e-mail me for the rest) in case their parents see

them, er, I mean, it might be useful to the Repressive State Apparatus.

Remember, we've cash prizes going for pictures of the Stasi.

POSTED  BY  INDYMEDIA  IRELAND  WATCH AT  6:33  PM   

Indymedia Ireland: More Nazi References to
Michael McDowell

There appears to be a whole genre of Indymedia Ireland

criticism of Michael McDowell emerging, doesn't there?

Seems that Nazi references are the favoured literary device. Here's

some more, er, colourful language:

URGENT: Demo Against Deportation of Olunkunle

Eluhanle to Nigeria TOMORROW



"...now it's Olunkunle Eluhanle from Nigeria's turn for the

cattle truck and coffin ship back to Africa... he's been ordered to

report to the Garda Nation Immigration Bureau so his papers

can be stamped and he is to be taken, maybe even in handcuffs,

to Dublin Airport immediately afterwards..."

"Olunkunle Eluhanle had the temerity to challegne Michael

McDowell's racist state policies ..."

"This is McDowell's Kristalnacht for all Nigerian immigrants."

Oh dear, oh dear, oh dear...

POSTED  BY  INDYMEDIA  IRELAND  WATCH AT  5:27  PM   

T H U R S D A Y ,  M A R C H  2 3 ,  2 0 0 6

Indymedia Ireland: Portray McDowell as Nazi
While Using Nigger Joke

I see the amateur "Let's Make Them All Look Like Nazis"

Photoshop department at Indymedia Ireland have been in

action again. 

After all the uproar about McDowell comparing Richard Bruton

with Dr Goebbels, the cretino-left still have no problem in coming

up with little doodles like this one:

Of course, it's not the first time that these artistes have portrayed

certain people as Nazis... but read the accompanying article:



Our Racist Nation

And why not use racist language to make the point that McDowell is a

Nazi? Makes perfect sense, doesn't it?

"A nigger walks into a bar and orders a pint of Guinness, the

bartender politely but firmly tells him that this pub caters for

whites only. The nigger is dumbfounded and angry and roars at

the bartender, "You fucking paddies are all the fucking same!

Racist bastards!""

"Is the nigger right? Who cares? Fuck him. At least we didn't

arrest him for calling us 'paddies.' His nigger buddies back

home wouldn't have been so lenient with him. Sure isn't that

why he came over here, he wanted to get away from niggers

himself. So what's his fucking problem when we exhibit the

same tendency?"

"It's funny how just about anything can be rationalised and

made plausible isn't it? "

Yep.

POSTED  BY  INDYMEDIA  IRELAND  WATCH AT  7:24  AM   

T U E S D A Y ,  M A R C H  2 1 ,  2 0 0 6

Indymedia Ireland: Anarchist Protesters Saturday
Video Omits "We Support The Dublin Riot" Chant

20 Euro to Name This Guy (Now Named)

Those of you who want a good laugh at what Ireland's middle-class



"radical" yoof and their English blow-in friends got up to in Dublin

last Saturday, while their sheepskin coat-wearing daddies and Brown

Thomas-clad mammies ordered the Filipina maid to prepare the sushi

and smoked salmon for their Ireland's Triple Crown Rugby Party in

Foxrock, should check out the latter half of the Indymedia Ireland

video:

vid from anarchist block at 18th

See how many of the usual suspects you can recognize, including the

speaker with the Black Shamrock on his hat who says that Bertie

Ahern is a "moron chihuahua" who "licks the balls of his master" ....

When the Workers Revolution Comes We'll All Be Able To

Have An iPod Like Dr Groove's

The Irish Times (March 20, 2006) reported that "About 600 people

chanted anti-war slogans, except for a small group of anarchists who

shouted 'We support the Dublin riot', a reference to the disturbances in

the city on February 25th."

Of course, the soundtrack on this amateurish piece of video doesn't

contain that - only the decidely Dublin 4 and 6 accented chant of

"One, Two, Three, Four, We Don't Wont Your Fockin' Wor" and

"Foive, Six, Sevon, Eight, Orgonize to Smosh the State" part.

Here's some stills from said video. Anyone who can give me a name of

the bozo speaking and taking his sound system for a walk in a

shopping cart wins 20 Euro (see terms and conditions). The ones

of the little turds nervously scribbling with washable chalk on the

pavement in front of the Garda's boots had me cracking up...



An indictment of the poor standard of Gaeilge in Celtic Tiger

Yoof as "Gardaí" is mispelt by the suvguard of the

revolution...

Never practiced keeping the monosyllabics between the lines

earlier, eh, son?
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Indymedia Ireland Write to Google to Ask Them
NOT to Index Article



I can just imagaine the laughs in the Google office as they

composed this reply to someone on Indymedia Ireland:

"Hi Miriam,

Thank you for your reply. We recognize your concern, but there

is nothing that Google can do to remove the article without the

cooperation of the site's webmaster.

Google simply aggregates information already published on the

web. Even if we were able to eliminate the offending page from

our index, it would still exist on the web. Every few weeks our

robots crawl the web for content. If the site is available on the

internet, we will likely pick it up and add it to our index again.

Only the webmaster can, by including code that blocks our

robots, prevent a page from appearing on Google. For more

information about our Terms of Service, please visit

http://www.google.com/terms_of_service.html

If the webmaster grants your request, our search results will

display this change after we next crawl the site. Once this

information has been removed, let us know and we'll be happy

to expedite the removal of the cached copy.

We are sorry that we cannot be of more immediate assistance

in this matter.

Regards,

The Google Team"



So the proposal now made to the editorial list? Block Google

- but only for the article in question:

"I am therefore asking for Indymedia to implement a code to

block the google robots picking up on this article. This will be

directly relevant to the problem that SG has been caused and

yet preserve the article on Indymedia for all those who would

yet have their pound of flesh.

Miriam"

D'OH!
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